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Pilot Shares Flying Stories that Soar to New Heights!
Bird’s Eye View from a Regional Pilots’ Perspective
LOUISVILLE, KY, November 1, 2013 Reach for this information-packed, quick read as
regional pilot, Tom Lee, describes the many things,
from serious to sublime, that can happen… all in a
day’s work of flying.
See what it is like when your home is a hotel
room as Tom details living all over the world for
200 days a year – green slime and bullet holes
optional!
Feel the emotion involved in a flight
emergency when there is unexpected engine trouble
or equipment fails to work properly.
And relive with Tom events involving pilots,
passengers, airlines and others that are strange and
odd, just a little bit funny or just “plane” crazy –
like what to do with a turtle on the runway!
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
THOMAS (Tom) LEE currently flies for Express
Jet Airlines as a line captain. His professional
resume includes a career in the United States Marine Corps, general and
commercial aviation professional pilot and published author.

Tom resides in Louisville, KY and has been married for twenty years to
Karen, also a pilot. They have two adult children, Jordan and Walker,
several dogs, horses and a small farm that keeps them quite busy when they
are not flying or traveling.

Pilot Tom Lee to Launch New Book, There’s A Turtle On The
Runway at _____________________________
Marine, regional pilot and author Tom Lee to launch There’s a Turtle On
The Runway at ___________Bookstore, Wednesday, ______, 2013, at ____
pm.
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Pilot Shares Flying Stories that Soar to New Heights!
Bird’s Eye View from a Regional Pilots’ Perspective
LOUISVILLE, KY, November 1, 2013 - Come join former Marine,
pilot and author Tom Lee as he signs his new book and describes the many
things, from serious to sublime, that can happen… all in a day’s work of
flying.
See what it is like when your home is a hotel room as Tom details
living all over the world for 200 days a year – green slime and bullet holes
optional!
Feel the emotion involved in a flight emergency when there is
unexpected engine trouble or equipment fails to work properly.

And relive with Tom events involving pilots, passengers, airlines and
others that are strange and odd, just a little bit funny or just “plane” crazy –
like what to do with a turtle on the runway!
“We are thrilled to host Tom for the launch of his new book here at
______________,” ____________ Manager ___________ said. This book
is full of interesting reading for anyone who has ever flown or flown in an
airplane!”
Full details are available at the ______________ website,
__________________.com.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
THOMAS (Tom) LEE currently flies for Express Jet Airlines as a line
captain. His professional resume includes a career in the United States
Marine Corps, general and commercial aviation professional pilot and
published author.
Tom resides in Louisville, KY and has been married for twenty years
to Karen, also a pilot. They have two adult children, Jordan and Walker,
several dogs, horses and a small farm that keeps them quite busy when they
are not flying or traveling.

Q&A for the Author,
1) What prompted you to write the book?
2) What was that first meeting like with your editor?
3) How long did it take to write?
4) How long did it take to get published?
5) What is your most enjoyable story?
6) What did you find to be the enjoyable part of the process?
7) Have you done any book signings and if so where?
8) Where can people find the book?

